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1 Importing XTF Files into a SonarWiz Project 

This technical note describes the recommended technique for importing generic XTF 

files containing sidescan sonar data into a SonarWiz project. 

1.1 Peek Option Before you Import 

XTF and SEG type files may be previewed using PLAYBACK under the post-processing 

tab in the SonarWiz GUI, like this XTF files from our www.chestech-support.com 

Sample Data area, Data Set 7: 

http://www.chestech-support.com/
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Just select an XTF file in this dialog and you get a peek into its header contents. 

Information you can learn about the XTF file, that may help you, will be: 

1. The number of sidescan data channels in the file. E.g. 4 channels implies a high and 

low frequency dual-frequency sonar, with starboard and port (2 channels) stored for 

each of the high and low frequency sonar features on the towfish.  

2. Whether any sub-bottom channels were stored in the file.  

This information can be helpful, for example, if you want to separately import  high and 

low frequencies. These are typically stored with low frequency channels 1/2, and high 

frequency data in channels 3/4, and this is evident in the PLAYBACK waterfall display 

control choices. Here we are previewing the low frequency channels: 
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Note that the actual frequency of the data may not display accurately in the playback 

peek, and even though this particular XTF file contains an embedded magnetometer 

data channel, it does not show in the PLAYBACK PEEK preview. 

1.2 New PROPERTIES Option Before you Import 

New in versions 6.05.0003 and later, is a PROPERTIES option for XTF files, shown as 

a new button in the import OPEN dialog: 
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This gives much of the same data which used to require PLAYBACK -> PEEK, but is 

much more accessible to the user.  

1.3 Channel Choice Options During XTF Import 

If you do have 4-channel data stored in your XTF file, you will need to decide which 

channels to import. You would import the data twice to see all the channels, for 

example. Import once selecting channels 1/2, and then import again selecting channels 

3/4. The channel choices are presented like this during the import OPEN dialog: 
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When you import the files, the internal CSF (compact sonar format) file visible in the 

PROJECT EXPLORER will have a file-name reflecting the channels selected during the 

import step. There is an example with both sets of files imported - the low (chs 1/2) and 

high (chs 3/4) frequency data each have their own CSF file.  
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1.4 Importing XTF Sidescan Data - Other Import Settings to Consider 

1. Create a project as you normally would. 

 

2. Use the File->Import Sidescan Sonar Files dialog. 

 

3. Select the Percentage of Sonar Range to Map (e.g. 99% for Klein files) 

 

4. Select the channels to import (discussed above) 

 

5A. If you are using 6.04.0014 or earlier: Threshold your data, as described in 

screenshots below. 

 

5B. if you are using 6.05.0001 or later: Open a color window, dock it to the left of 

your map view, choose a data type (e.g. sidescan channels 1/2 or sidescan 

channels 3/4), choose a palette, and click scale to data, then adjust the upper 

and lower color histogram limit bars (you are in effect thresholding, but in a 

color-window histogram).  
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Check the Enable Thresholding checkbox and then click on the Sniff button as shown 

below: 

 

 

Figure 1. Note if the XTF file came from a Klein sonar, you may want to only import 99% of the file 
to account for a problem in the Klein TPU. 
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When the Threshold window opens, click the Select Files button as shown below and 

select a few files that you intend to import.  There’s no need to open all of them, usually 

1-3 files is good. A single file is fine too, but multiple files can be opened. 
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Why do this at all?  Prior to SonarWiz 6.05.0001, this was really one of the best ways to 

simulate color-palette compression and data-range adjustment for the import of 

sidescan data. We scale the data range in sidescan for display, taking the full value 

range (e.g. unipolar numbers might range from 0-48755 or bipolar numbers might range 

from -32767 to 32687 ... within a 16-bit range) and scaling it into a CSF (compact sonar 

format) file-encoding, which is just 8-bit data. 8-bit range is great for human perceptual 

acuity, image viewing by humans, and contact picking by humans. It was acceptable for 

many years, though coming soon (Q1 2017) SonarWiz will convert to 16-bit floating-

point sidescan data internal format.  Watch for this - it will make sidescan import even 

easier, and it is available in sub-bottom import now, since 6.05.0002.  
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So to adjust sidescan data view in 6.04.0014 and earlier versions - thresholding / 

sniffing gave you an excellent way to control the min/max range fences in the "allowed" 

sidescan data values which would be presented in map view, for example.   

 

 
 

When the thresholding process finishes, use the slider controls at the top of the window 

to “mask off” the areas where there is no, or little data in the file. 
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Then import the files with no other gain values enabled. 

The result of the XTF import process using the Threshold control is shown below: 

 

 
 

The benefit in doing all this is for you and your client - to get the best view of your 

sidescan imagery.  It is most necessary in 6.04.0014 and earlier versions of SonarWiz.  

 

In 6.05.0001 and later, please see the Section 2 below, this document, on basically an 

equivalent thresholding process, in a different GUI control called the COLOR WINDOW. 

You really need not threshold your data if you are using 6.05.0001 or later, because you 
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get the same sort of control, in a more accessible way, with the COLOR WINDOW and 

HISTOGRAM min/max range controls.  The sidescan data is still scaled into 0-255 

range 8-bit values stored in the 6.04 / 6.05 CSF file, but your access to the thresholding 

graph has been brought out into the COLOR WINDOW histogram.  Coming in SonarWiz 

7 (Q2 2017), is floating-point sidescan data encoding and a simplification of the import 

process.  

1.5 Viewing XTF Internals - Can be Helpful 

XTF files are a binary format, so it's not easy to see into the file, like with a TEXT editor. 

SonarWiz does provide a tool to view inside the XTF file though, and it is easy to use.  

Even without PLAYBACK or IMPORT of your XTF file, you can run SonarWiz and select 

Tools -> XTF -> Extract XTF Navigation, like this: 

 

The resulting export file is CSV (comma-separated values) format, so the file extension 

is *.CSV, and you can open and view this file in EXCEL or any text editor, like 

NOTEPAD. The file exports to the MISC folder of your project, so for our sample 

project, it exported here: 
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Here's what you get when you open and view this file in EXCEL: 

 

 

Note that the file has 12374 rows: 

 

Why do this at all? This XTF file is a good example of useful knowledge revealed by  

exporting and viewing the XTF navigation data. Not all the columns are shown, but it 

does reveal that the XTF file has ship navigation data, but not towfish navigation stored 

(zeros in the yellow highlight area). This is very helpful, to guide us in the CREATE 

PROJECT choice of which navigation source to use. AUTO will work, or SHIP, but if we 

had specified ALWAYS FISH then no navigation would have been found in the file.  
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The file is long enough to use the default setting = 300 for Time Constant for Course 

Smoothing, too. If the file had less than 300 pings, it would have made more sense to 

use a small value like Time Constant for Course Smoothing=10, so that there would 

have been enough pings to import and filter.  Not that in 6.04.0012 and later versions, 

the range 3-1200 was expanded so that 0 is allowed - yes NO FILTER applied to the 

navigation.  

2 SonarWiz 6.05 Versions - COLOR WINDOW and HISTOGRAM use 

This section explains how to use the 6.05-series SonarWiz versions to modify sidescan, 

bathymetry, or sub-bottom XTF data display, using the new COLOR WINDOW tool 

available in the map menu bar. 

 

 

2.1 SonarWiz earlier versions - COLOR WINDOW - Gradient-Legend Type 

SonarWiz 6.04 series, and earlier versions of SonarWiz, had display color, hue, 

brightness, and palette compression available at the top level of the SonarWiz GUI, like 

this: 
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2.2 Opening your COLOR WINDOW for use 

Since Sonarwiz 6.05.0001, these available controls changed significantly. Note that the 

COLOR WINDOW button can be pressed in the MAP TOOL BAR, if yours is not 

showing, to enable the tool, and you can DOCK it left-side of your map-view: 
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2.3 SonarWiz 6.05.0001++ - new HISTOGRAM type COLOR WINDOW 

In SonarWiz 6.05.0001 and later versions, the VIEW options for color control are gone 

from the GUI top, because the COLOR WINDOW (gradient legend) has radically 

changed for the better - with a HISTOGRAM control: 

 

Note that what you adjust here will also be seen in the DigitizerView and BottomTrack 

view of your data, so it is in effect a replacement for, and equivalent to, thresholding / 

sniffing a file.  

If you see NO HISTOGRAM AVAILABLE, chances are (like this demo GUI), the 

Datatype selected in the COLOR WINDOW just does not match the data displayed in 

your map view. (Our says BATHYMETRY, but In this case it is a SIDESCAN project). 

So the first thing to do here is change the DATATYPE to Sidescan channels 1-2.: 
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This will result in a histogram-presentation representing a frequency-histogram display 

of the data values in your sidescan data: 
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Now you can change the way color maps to data values, by left-clicking and dragging 

the upper and lower limit bars in the histogram. Ours currently eliminates a majority 

(upper portion) of the data values, so we will move the upper limit UP to see a better 

view of the data: 

Hover over the LIMIT BAR and it turns YELLOW: 

 

Left-click on it and it turns GREEN - then move it and release the LEFT-CLICK. 

 

 

Releasing the left-click when the limit bar is where you want it makes it turn RED again 

and the data will be adjusted: 
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2.4 Tutorial Video - HISTOGRAM-type COLOR WINDOW Explained 

To see a recent Did You Know? type tutorial video explaining the COLOR WINDOW, 

and a few other recent sidescan enhancements in SonarWiz, here are a few viewing 

options: 

DYK SS Mosaic - New Options - 6.05.0001 - tutorial video (4 min 50 secs) 

(1) color window - histogram control design (time 0:00 - 1:14) 

(2) nadir replacement filter demonstration (time 1:15 - 2:57) 

(3) Grids -> Create Grid -> CSF Sidescan - new gridding option (time 2:58 - 4:50) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHt4pftReHI&feature=youtu.be 

or ... 

MP4 download link: 

https://sonarwiz.box.com/s/8lu07vv6ccg3hvhfdzt4zhnkhm0l479q 

NOTE: 6.05.0008 and later versions support CSF sidescan gridding with only a 

sidescan post-processing license, though the feature appeared in 6.04.0014. If youy do 

not have a bathymetry post-processing license (which supports all types of gridding), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AHt4pftReHI&feature=youtu.be
https://sonarwiz.box.com/s/8lu07vv6ccg3hvhfdzt4zhnkhm0l479q
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then just upgrade to 6.05.0008 or later, and you can try out the CSF sidescan gridding 

functions.  

3 Document History 

Rev 6, 2/22/2017 - Described the new PROPERTIES button (equivalent to PLAYBACK-

> PEEK), improved the level of detail describing thresholding / sniffing, and 

explained the CSF sidescan gridding options better. 

Rev 5, 11/18/2016 - updated with new section 2 for COLOR WINDOW use practice with 

the new HISTOGRAM controls. 

Rev 4, 5/20/2015 - updated to describe recent enhancements in sidescan import design 

 


